SPARC TECHNOLOGY is an arc that is ground into the back edge of the blade.

The arched profile effectively boosts tooth penetration and chip formation
without having to increase machine pressure.
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AGGRESSIVECUTTINGSOLUTIONS
Break-In
SPARC Blades

Machine Details
q Bandsaw Machines utilizing 1-1/4”

Bimetal or Carbide Tip:
Need to be “broken in” similar to standard blades.
Exotics/High Nickel Alloys:
Reduce feed rate 30% for the first 10 Sq. In.
Stainless Steel/Tool Steels, Case Hardened
Reduce the feed rate 30% for the first 25 Sq. In.
KEY: While breaking in a new blade it is critically
important to make sure you are pulling a chip!

and wider bands will benefit the 		
most with this process.
q Bandsaw Machines that have the
capability of a continuous feed rate 		
will benefit greatly with this process.
q Pressure Controlled Machines will use
standard feed and speed parameters
for either the Bi-Metal or Carbide Tip
blades being run with the SPARC		
TECHNOLOGY.

Speed & Feed General Requirements (Maximum SFM = 150)
Bi-Metal Bands w/SPARC: Run at Standard Bi-Metal Speed & Feed requirements.
Carbide Bands w/SPARC: Run at Standard Carbide Speed & Feed requirements.
Changing from a standard Bi-Metal Band to a Carbide Band withSPARC: Run at Standard
Carbide Speeds for material type and size. Increase Bi-Metal Band Feed Rate by 25% as a basis starting point.
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AGGRESSIVECUTTING SOLUTIONS

SPARC TECHNOLOGY is an arc that is ground into the back edge of the blade.

The arched profile effectively boosts tooth penetration and chip formation
without having to increase machine pressure.

Key Applications
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Key End Users

High Alloy Materials		
q
q
Case-Hardened Materials
Stainless Steel			 q
Work-Hardening Applications
q
Production Cutting Tool Steels
D2

Steel Service Centers		
Aerospace / Foundries
Industrial Manufacturers
Specialty Manufacturers

The Best Morse Blades
Used with Morse SPARC

THE ARCHED CONTOUR
The patent pending profile design is already optimized to work on any size cut.
SPARC TECHNOLOGY means there is no need to order based upon type of cutting
such as light, medium, or aggressive.
All three cutting actions are achieved with one saw blade.

ADVANTAGES TO USERS
Up to

40% Faster Cutting

SPARC alternately reduces the number of teeth in the cut via an arching motion on the saw blade

and with less teeth in the cut at the same feed pressure means greater penetration into the workpiece.

50% Longer Life is possible when compared to stock Carbide Tip Blades.
Up to 40% Longer Life is possible when compared to stock Bi-Metal Blades.

q

Up to

While some teeth have increased penetration other teeth have less,
or no pressure in the workpiece enabling longer “in-square” cutting.

While cutting, the alternating pattern of straight and
arched profiles on the back edge of the blade produces
a rocking motion on the cutting edge of the saw.
This arching motion is the same as adjusting the angle of a
handheld hacksaw that is alternately angled up and down
to produce a quicker cutting action.

* Image exaggerated to illustrate blade feature and cutting action.

Refer to Morse Material Removal Rate and Feeds/Speeds Charts for optimum cutting parameters.
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